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Executive Summary  
 
The SEDAR 39 Review Workshop (RW) for Gulf of Mexico (GoM) smoothhound shark complex 
(Mustelus canis, M. norrisi and M. sinusmexicanus) and Atlantic dusky smoothhound shark (M. 
canis) met in Panama City, Florida, from Tuesday, February 10 to Thursday, February 12 2015. 
The meeting was chaired by Dr. Carolyn Belcher from the SEDAR Highly Migratory Species 
Advisory Panel. The Review Panel (the Panel) was composed of three scientists affiliated with the 
Center for Independent Experts: Robin Cook, Joel Rice, and Neil Klaer. The meeting format 
included presentations by the assessment teams mixed with questions and open discussion. 
Additional analyses were requested by the Panel from the Assessment Team and the results of 
those were also subsequently presented. The Panel participated in the review of each term of 
reference. The meeting was open to the public although no public comments or questions were 
received. 
 
Findings for the Gulf of Mexico smoothhound shark complex 
 
The GoM smoothhound complex comprises three species that the Data Workshop (DW) has 
conceded cannot currently be separately identified by fishery observers or commercial fishers 
reliably by eye. Growth of M. canis and M. sinusmexicanus has been treated as similar, although 
they have quite different fecundity, as measured by the average number of pups. The growth of 
M. norrisi is different to the other two species mostly by not growing as long. Almost the entire 
total fishing mortality for the complex is from highly uncertain estimated discards from the shrimp 
trawl fishery. Such a situation provides a difficult challenge both to the work of the DW and AW, 
but the majority of the data decisions made by the DW and AW were sound and robust. 
 
Uncertainties in total catch, growth parameters and natural mortality were all acknowledged by 
the DW and ranges for those values were provided for use in the stock assessment. An 
uncertainty that I believe deserves some acknowledgement is stock boundary within the GoM, 
and possible catches outside that boundary (e.g. by Mexico) that might influence the complex. 
 
Four fishery-independent abundance indices were put forward by the DW as usable for stock 
assessment. The indices are highly variable and are available for different starting years, with the 
SEAMAP summer groundfish survey being longest, starting in 1982. There is some agreement 
among the indices overall, showing an increasing trend in recent years.  
 
The form of available data does not allow the application of age structured or species-specific 
assessment models, so the choice of a biomass dynamic model (here a Bayesian state-space 
Schaefer model) for the assessment is appropriate. Given the particular challenges in assessing 
this complex, as a first assessment the model has been appropriately applied to the data. 
 
The current status of the stock is most likely not overfished since the base run and all the 
sensitivity runs all lie in the region where the ratio Ncur/Nmsy is >1. The stock is most likely not 
experiencing overfishing since the base run and all the sensitivity runs all lie in the region where 
the ratio Hcur/Hmsy is <1. Additional runs requested at the review meeting did not alter these 
conclusions. The status estimates are reliable as long as the time trend in the catch is reliably 
reconstructed, and trends in the abundance indices are also reliable. There are some questions 
on both of these aspects, but no immediate solutions, so the model results represent the best 
available at present. 
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Projections provided an acceptable exploration of the uncertainty related to data sources and 
model assumptions to illustrate robustness. These generally showed that the 2012 catch level is 
unlikely to lead to overfishing or an overfished condition in the future. Only the low catch 
sensitivity predicted that not even constant catches at the 2012 level would allow for <30% 
probability becoming overfished or of overfishing occurring in the future. 
 
The Panel agreed with the research recommendations of the DW and AW, particularly those to 
better characterize the total mortality of smoothhound bycatch of the shrimp trawl fishery. Given 
considerable uncertainty in the bycatch historically, it was also recommended that an assessment 
procedure be developed that incorporated estimation of the historical catch by including 
information on fishing effort. 
 
I have included some additional recommendations on simulation work that could be done to 
examine species at particular risk if managed within a complex, examination of whether there 
may be a simple and cost effective means for estimating total catch of the individual species in 
future, and examination of any evidence for possible time trends in the post-discard mortality rate 
for the shrimp trawl fishery. 
 
Findings for Atlantic dusky smoothhound shark 
 
The stock boundaries and movement patterns of Atlantic M. canis are reasonably well defined. 
Data examined by the DW and used by the stock assessment included estimated landings and 
post-release mortality of discards from four commercial fleets and recreational catches. Recent 
catches from the combined “commercial other” have increased, but the majority of catches are 
still from landings of the commercial gillnet fishery. There are no age compositions available, but 
much length composition data associated with each of the major fisheries. There are 10 fishery-
independent abundance indices available (all from trawling) that were considered reliable by the 
DW. Rankings for the indices were assigned by the DW, with the highest ranking given to the fall 
NEFC bottom trawl survey. Data decisions made by the DW and AW were generally sound and 
robust. 
 
Data uncertainties were evaluated via sensitivity analysis for fishing fleet selectivity, model start 
year, abundance index ranking, catch, stock productivity and use of a combined hierarchical 
abundance index.  
 
Stock synthesis has been extensively used, tested and validated elsewhere, and was an 
appropriate choice for this assessment given the available data.  
 
The base case assessment abundance, biomass and exploitation estimates are consistent with 
the majority of the input data (note that there are some inconsistent CPUE series and some poor 
fits to the length frequency data) and are useful to support perceptions of stock trends. Inferences 
about the stock status need to be interpreted with care given the uncertainty in the stock 
recruitment relationship. Estimated recruitment deviations generally show a pattern of negative 
deviations earlier in the series and positive later, with a high degree of autocorrelation. The 
pattern indicates either a systematic effect not accounted for by the model (e.g. cycling 
environmental conditions affecting recruitment strength), or model mis-specification of the stock-
recruitment relationship. 
 
Based on the accepted base case and sensitivities presented, the range of sensitivity models 
indicate that the population is above MSY and the exploitation rate is lower than FMSY. It is likely 
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that the stock is not overfished nor is it experiencing overfishing, but this is conditioned on the 
stock recruitment relationship which may be unreliable. The Panel is of the opinion that the range 
of sensitivities investigated appropriately captures the uncertainty regarding the states of nature 
and therefore the implications regarding the reference points. The Panel does note however that 
the recent year’s stock status is near the FCURRENT / FMSY =1 bound for some of the sensitivities. 
 
The method used for stock projections was found to be appropriate, although possible 
improvements were suggested. Uncertainty due to plausible alternative states of nature were 
characterised through the projection of the selected sensitivity analyses. Projection results for the 
base case indicated that levels of fixed removals less than or equal to 550 (1000s of sharks) 
resulted in at least a 70% probability of maintaining SSFt, above SSFMSY during the years 2013 – 
2022. 
 
The Panel made recommendations for improvement of the stock assessment by closer 
integration of projections with the SS3 assessment, improvement of fit to the length compositions 
via different functional forms and fitting of growth parameters, examination of approaches to 
appropriately weight the length compositions, and investigation of model uncertainty by applying 
alternative models that make different structural assumptions. 
 
I have elaborated on a refinement of the current procedure used by the DW to decide rankings for 
abundance indices. 
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1 Introduction  
 
1.1 Background  
 
The SEDAR 39 Review Workshop (RW) for Gulf of Mexico (GoM) smoothhound shark complex 
(Mustelus canis, M. norrisi and M. sinusmexicanus) and Atlantic dusky smoothhound shark (M. 
canis) met in Panama City, Florida, from Tuesday, February 10 to Thursday, February 12 2015. 
The meeting was chaired by Dr. Carolyn Belcher from the SEDAR Highly Migratory Species 
Advisory Panel. The review panel (the Panel) was composed of three scientists affiliated with the 
Center for Independent Experts: Robin Cook, Joel Rice, and Neil Klaer. Representatives from the 
Southeast Fisheries Science Center Panama City, South Atlantic Fishery Management Council, 
New England Fisheries Science Center, Southeastern Fisheries Association, SEDAR, and Highly 
Migratory Species management were also present at the meeting.    
 
Reports from the SEDAR 39 Assessment Workshop and Data Workshop (DW) as well as all 
associated background documents were made available via a secure FTP site to the Panel on 23 
January prior to the review meeting. During the meeting, all documents were available 
electronically via the same FTP site. 
 
The meeting format included presentations by the assessment teams mixed with questions and 
open discussion. Additional analyses were requested by the Panel from the Assessment Team 
and the results of those were also subsequently presented. A summary of those analyses should 
be available as an appendix of the summary report. The Panel participated in the review of each 
term of reference. The meeting was open to the public although no public comments or questions 
were received by the Panel. 
 
1.2 Review Activities  
 
Activities of the reviewers were shared during the meeting. It was a requirement that a first draft 
of the summary report be produced during the Review Workshop. Initial drafting of the report 
against the Terms of Reference (TORs) was divided among the reviewers and I drafted the text 
for Atlantic smoothhound TOR2 on the strengths and weaknesses of the Stock Synthesis (SS) 
stock assessment method, and TOR4 on strengths and weaknesses of the projection method (so 
those sections here have similar words here to the summary report). Draft text for the summary 
report was compiled with the assistance of the chair on Thursday of the meeting, with further 
compilation and editing in the two weeks following the meeting.     
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2 Review of Gulf of Mexico smoothhound shark complex and Atlantic dusky 
smoothhound shark assessments  
 
2.1 Terms of reference  
 
The Panel considered the assessments in light of the terms of reference provided as follows: 
 
1.   Evaluate the data used in the assessment, including discussion of the strengths and 
weaknesses of data sources and decisions, and consider the following: 
 

a) Are data decisions made by the DW and AW sound and robust? 
 

b) Are data uncertainties acknowledged, reported, and within normal or expected levels?  
 
c) Are data applied properly within the assessment model? 
 
d) Are input data series reliable and sufficient to support the assessment approach and 
findings? 

 
2. Evaluate and discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the methods used to assess the stock, 
taking into account the available data, and considering the following: 
 

a) Are methods scientifically sound and robust? 
 
b) Are assessment models configured properly and used consistent with standard 
practices? 
 
c) Are the methods appropriate for the available data? 

 
3. Evaluate the assessment findings and consider the following: 
 

a) Are abundance, exploitation, and biomass estimates reliable, consistent with input data 
and population biological characteristics, and useful to support status inferences? 
 
b) Is the stock overfished? What information helps you reach this conclusion? 
 
c) Is the stock undergoing overfishing? What information helps you reach this conclusion? 
 
d) Is there an informative stock recruitment relationship? Is the stock recruitment curve 
reliable and useful for evaluation of productivity and future stock conditions? 
 
e) Are the quantitative estimates of the status determination criteria for this stock reliable? 
If not, are there other indicators that may be used to inform managers about stock trends 
and conditions? 

 
4. Evaluate the stock projections, including discussing strengths and weaknesses, and consider 
the following: 
 

a) Are the methods consistent with accepted practices and available data?  
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b) Are the methods appropriate for the assessment model and outputs? 
 
c) Are the results informative and robust, and useful to support inferences of probable 
future conditions? 
 
d) Are key uncertainties acknowledged, discussed, and reflected in the projection results? 

 
5. Consider how uncertainties in the assessment, and their potential consequences, are 
addressed. 
 

•Comment on the degree to which methods used to evaluate uncertainty reflect and 
capture the significant sources of uncertainty in the population, data sources, and 
assessment methods. 
 
•Ensure that the implications of uncertainty in technical conclusions are clearly stated. 

 
6. Consider the research recommendations provided by the Data and Assessment workshops 
and make any additional recommendations or prioritizations warranted. 
 

•Clearly denote research and monitoring that could improve the reliability of, and 
information provided by, future assessments. 
 
•Provide recommendations on possible ways to improve the SEDAR process. 

 
7. Consider whether the stock assessment constitutes the best scientific information available 
using the following criteria as appropriate: relevance, inclusiveness, objectivity, transparency, 
timeliness, verification, validation, and peer review of fishery management information. 
 
8. Provide guidance on key improvements in data or modeling approaches which should be 
considered when scheduling the next assessment. 
 
9.  Ensure that stock assessment results are clearly and accurately presented in the Stock 
Assessment Report and that reported results are consistent with Review Panel 
recommendations. If there are differences between the AW and RW due to the reviewer's request 
for changes and/or additional model runs, etc. describe those reasons and results. 
 
10. CIE Reviewer may contribute to a Peer Review Summary summarizing the Panel’s evaluation 
of the stock assessment and addressing each Term of Reference. 
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2.2 Findings by term of reference for Gulf of Mexico smoothhound complex 
 
 
2.2.1 Evaluate the data used in the assessment, including discussion of the strengths and 
weaknesses of data sources and decisions  
 
a) Are data decisions made by the DW and AW sound and robust?  
 
The GoM smoothhound complex comprises three species that the DW has conceded cannot 
currently be separately identified by fishery observers or commercial fishers reliably by eye. 
Growth of M. canis and M. sinusmexicanus has been treated as similar, although they have quite 
different fecundity, as measured by the average number of pups. The growth of M. norrisi is 
different to the other two species mostly by not growing as long. Almost the entire total fishing 
mortality for the complex is from highly uncertain estimated discards from the shrimp trawl fishery. 
Such a situation provides a difficult challenge both to the work of the DW and AW, but the 
majority of the data decisions made by the DW and AW were sound and robust. 
 
b) Are data uncertainties acknowledged, reported, and within normal or expected levels?  
 
Uncertainties in total catch, growth parameters and natural mortality were all acknowledged by 
the DW and ranges for those values were provided for use in the stock assessment.  
 
Post release discard mortality for the shrimp trawl fishery (likely the most important fishing 
mortality component) was assigned a range of 0-37% - a wide range indeed. Application of fixed 
small and large values to total shrimp trawl effort leads to greatly different estimates of total 
fishing mortality.  
 
An uncertainty that I believe deserves some acknowledgement is stock boundary within the GoM, 
and possible catches outside that boundary (e.g. by Mexico) that might influence the complex. 
There is not a great deal of information about the fine scale distribution of each species within the 
Gulf, but what I could find suggested that M. canis was distributed throughout the GoM, while the 
other two species have a more restricted range (M. norrisi mostly within the US EEZ, and M. 
sinusmexicanus restricted to two smaller areas, one inside and one outside the US EEZ). 
Tagging of M. canis in the Atlantic shows that it makes considerable annual migrations between 
Massachusetts and Florida, so it may also be that the species moves widely in the GoM 
(potentially across the US EEZ). However, as the total fishing mortality is already highly uncertain, 
this only increases that uncertainty.  
 
c) Are data applied properly within the assessment model?  
 
The form of available data does not allow the application of age structured or species-specific 
assessment models, so the choice of a biomass dynamic model for the assessment is 
appropriate. The Bayesian state-space Schaefer surplus production model used assumes that 
catch is known perfectly and that survey indices are observed with error. As catches are highly 
uncertain, this dimension was dealt with among the alternative states of nature, or sensitivity 
analyses. Given the particular challenges in assessing this complex, as a first assessment the 
model has been appropriately applied to the data.  
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d) Are input data series reliable and sufficient to support the assessment approach and findings?  
 
Catch data are highly uncertain particularly due to uncertainty in scaling total shrimp trawl fishing 
effort to total catch via observer CPUE, and post-release discard mortality. These uncertainties 
have been acknowledged and carried through the assessment as sensitivities.  
 
Four fishery-independent abundance indices were put forward by the DW as usable for stock 
assessment. The indices are highly variable and are available for different starting years, with the 
SEAMAP summer groundfish survey being longest, starting in 1982. There is some agreement 
among the indices overall, showing an increasing trend in recent years (as shown by the 
hierarchical combined index). Alternative index weighting was examined to some extent using 
sensitivity analyses. Indices were given equal rankings by the DW. I have provided some notes 
about the ranking procedure under TOR6 for Atlantic smoothhound and possible improvements, 
which may allow better discrimination among series. 
 
 
2.2.2 Evaluate and discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the methods used to assess 
the stock, taking into account the available data 
 
a) Are methods scientifically sound and robust? 
 
The assessment method is appropriate and sufficiently robust given the current state of 
knowledge of the species complex and uncertainties in catch and abundance indices. 
 
b) Are assessment models configured properly and used consistent with standard practice? 
 
The main configuration options available in the application of the Bayesian model were in the 
choice of priors. Those chosen followed standard practice in that there was an effort to make 
them as least informative as possible. This was partially achieved, but the Panel noted that the 
priors were generally not greatly updated by the data, and that K tended towards the upper bound 
of the prior.  
 
c) Are the methods appropriate for the available data? 
 
Given the available data, the Bayesian state-space Schaefer model is appropriate. Such models 
have been used previously for stocks in similar circumstances. The application of such a model to 
a complex rather than a single species assumes that the species essentially have the same 
biological characteristics and population dynamics. I have provided some notes on additional 
work that could be done to examine this under TOR6, but as the species here are fairly similar 
biologically, other uncertainties in this assessment probably have higher priority.  
 
 
2.2.3 Evaluate the assessment findings  
 
a) Are abundance, exploitation, and biomass estimates reliable, consistent with input data and 
population biological characteristics, and useful to support status inferences?  
 
Abundance, exploitation and biomass estimates from the model are consistent with the input data 
and population biological characteristics. The consistency of stock status across sensitivity 
analyses improves confidence in the results. 
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b) Is the stock overfished? What information helps you reach this conclusion?  
 
The stock is most likely not overfished since the base run and all the sensitivity runs all lie in the 
region where the ratio Ncur/Nmsy is >1. Addition runs requested at the review meeting that included 
alternative catch series did not alter this conclusion. 
 
c) Is the stock undergoing overfishing? What information helps you reach this conclusion?  
 
The stock is most likely not experiencing overfishing since the base run and all the sensitivity runs 
all lie in the region where the ratio Hcur/Hmsy is <1. Additional runs requested at the review meeting 
that included alternative catch series did not alter this conclusion. 
 
d) Is there an informative stock recruitment relationship? Is the stock recruitment curve reliable 
and useful for evaluation of productivity and future stock conditions?  
 
A stock recruitment relationship is not specifically estimated by the stock assessment, but is 
implied by the population growth rate parameter r and the carrying capacity K. The value for r 
appears to be plausibly derived, but, as noted previously, the value for K is less informed by the 
available data.   
 
e) Are the quantitative estimates of the status determination criteria for this stock reliable? If not, 
are there other indicators that may be used to inform managers about stock trends and 
conditions?  
 
Stock status was expressed as the ratios Ncur/Nmsy and Hcur/Hmsy. These ratios are rather 
insensitive to the biomass scale fitted by the model, and therefore the absolute scale of the catch 
(largely driven by the post-release discard mortality rate from the shrimp fishery). The status 
estimates are reliable as long as the time trend in the catch is reliably reconstructed, and trends in 
the abundance indices are also reliable. There are some questions on both of these aspects, but 
no immediate solutions, so the model results represent the best available at present.  
 
2.2.4 Evaluate the stock projections, including discussing strengths and weaknesses 
 
a) Are the methods consistent with accepted practices and available data? 
 
Projections were carried out by running the Schaefer model forward for 10 years from MCMC 
samples taken from the model fit under a range of fixed catch levels. This procedure is consistent 
with accepted practice and available data. As a general rule, all sources of current uncertainty 
should be accounted for by projections, but process error was not included. A means for 
addressing this was not arrived at during the RW, but should be considered for the future. 
 
b) Are the methods appropriate for the assessment model and outputs? 
 
The methods are appropriate for the assessment model and outputs. 
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c) Are the results informative and robust, and useful to support inferences of probable future 
conditions? 
 
Projections were made to determine the probability of reaching an overfished or overfishing 
condition after 10 years for 6 different multipliers of the estimated 2012 catch levels from 0 to 4 for 
the base case and 6 sensitivities. This provided an acceptable exploration of the uncertainty in 
results to illustrate robustness. Only the low catch sensitivity predicted that not even constant 
catches at the 2012 level would allow for <30% probability becoming overfished or of overfishing 
occurring in the future. 
 
d) Are key uncertainties acknowledged, discussed, and reflected in the projection results? 
 
Uncertainties included in the projections from the MCMC sampling and from the range of 
sensitivities adequately capture the uncertainties for the current assessment. Further work is 
required to better incorporate process error in the projections. 
 
 
2.2.5 Consider how uncertainties in the assessment, and their potential consequences, are 
addressed. 
 
a) Comment on the degree to which methods used to evaluate uncertainty reflect and capture the 
significant sources of uncertainty in the population, data sources, and assessment methods. 
 
The current assessment model and projections have adequately captured the uncertainties 
related to data sources and model assumptions. As the most important source of uncertainty is 
probably the level and trend of the catch, further work beyond the simple upper and lower catch 
scenarios should be considered for future assessments, as discussed under TOR6. 
  
b) Ensure that the implications of uncertainty in technical conclusions are clearly stated. 
 
Results presented show that stock implications for most of the examined scenarios conclude that 
the population is above BMSY and that the current exploitation rate is lower than FMSY and that 
continued catches at current levels are unlikely to lead to overfishing or the population to be 
overfished. 
 
 
2.2.6 Consider the research recommendations provided by the Data and Assessment 
workshops and make any additional recommendations or prioritizations warranted. 
 
a) Clearly denote research and monitoring that could improve the reliability of, and information 
provided by, future assessments. 
 
The Panel agreed with the research recommendations of the DW and AW, particularly those to 
better characterize the total mortality of smoothhound bycatch of the shrimp trawl fishery. Given 
considerable uncertainty in the bycatch historically, it was also recommended that an assessment 
procedure be developed that incorporated estimation of the historical catch by including 
information on fishing effort – which should be more precisely known. 
 
While it is acknowledged that the species within the smoothhound complex are quite similar 
biologically, it has been recognised by studies elsewhere (e.g. Gaichas et al. 2012) that individual 
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more vulnerable species within a complex can be adversely affected by aggregated management. 
This vulnerability may be due to particular species interactions or environmental sensitivity and 
not just individual species productivity characteristics. Such simulation work could be carried out 
for the Gulf smoothhound complex to determine whether any of the species may be particularly at 
risk.   
 
The three species in the Gulf smoothhound complex have thus far proved impossible to tell apart 
visually, and there do not appear to be plans to allow for future estimation of annual total catch 
per species due to this problem (unless diagnostic morphological features are found). It would be 
advantageous for future assessments to have such information. Simple and cost effective 
methods to allow catch estimation per species should be investigated (e.g. random genetic 
sampling of the catch by observers). 
 
The historical catch series is highly uncertain and derives mostly from post-release mortality of 
the shrimp trawl fishery. Sensitivity to alternative possible catch series was examined through the 
construction of alternative high and low versions. Current stock status as estimated by the model 
is mostly insensitive to alternatives that mostly just scale the entire catch series catch up or down. 
Of more influence on current status is alternative trends in the historical catch, which may be 
likely given the large uncertainty overall. It would be beneficial to examine whether or not there 
are reasons that the post-release discard mortality rate from the shrimp fishery is likely to have 
remained fixed through time (presumably because of relatively unchanged fishing practices). If 
not, catch series with alternative trends might also be examined as sensitivities. Should a model 
be developed that allows catch estimation, large deviations in particular years may also be better 
explained by the gathered evidence.   
 
b) Provide recommendations on possible ways to improve the SEDAR process. 
 
Overall, the SEDAR process is a good one that promotes close examination of fishery data and 
alternative structures and assumptions in stock assessments to provide stock status advice to 
management as well as measures of the uncertainty in that advice. There is a need for refinement 
of the process used by the DW to determine rank values for abundance indices that I have 
outlined in more detail under TOR6 for the Atlantic smoothhound. 
 
 
2.2.7 Consider whether the stock assessment constitutes the best scientific information 
available using the following criteria as appropriate: relevance, inclusiveness, objectivity, 
transparency, timeliness, verification, validation, and peer review of fishery management 
information. 
 
Relevant experts highlighted major uncertainties in stock assessment input data and assessed 
the quality of abundance indices. These elements have been taken through to the stock 
assessment in a transparent, timely and objective manner. Transparency would be improved by 
including the WinBUGS code for the model in the assessment documentation. 
 
 
2.2.8 Provide guidance on key improvements in data or modelling approaches which 
should be considered when scheduling the next assessment. 
 
Suggestions were made by the Panel under TOR6 for the development of an assessment 
procedure that allows for incorporation of uncertainty in catches.  
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2.2.9 Ensure that stock assessment results are clearly and accurately presented in the 
Stock Assessment Report and that reported results are consistent with Review Panel 
recommendations. If there are differences between the AW and RW due to the reviewer's 
request for changes and/or additional model runs, etc. describe those reasons and results. 
 
The panel requested additional runs as part of its review. The panel considers the base case as 
presented along with the sensitivity runs to adequately capture the best available science and the 
status of the stock. 
 
 
10. CIE Reviewer may contribute to a Peer Review Summary summarizing the Panel’s 
evaluation of the stock assessment and addressing each Term of Reference. 
 
All three CIE reviewers provided consensus on the language that appears in the Peer Review 
Summary Report. 
 
 
References 
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2.3 Findings by term of reference for Atlantic dusky smoothhound 
 
2.3.1 Evaluate the data used in the assessment, including discussion of the strengths and 
weaknesses of data sources and decisions  
 
The stock boundaries and movement patterns of Atlantic M. canis are reasonably well defined. 
Data examined by the DW and used by the stock assessment included estimated landings and 
post-release mortality of discards from four commercial fleets and recreational catches. Recent 
catches from the combined “commercial other” have increased, but the majority of catches are 
still from landings of the commercial gillnet fishery. There are no age compositions available, but 
much length composition data associated with each of the major fisheries. There are 10 fishery-
independent abundance indices available (all from trawling) that were considered reliable by the 
DW. Rankings for the indices were assigned by the DW, with the highest ranking given to the fall 
NEFC bottom trawl survey. It is unfortunate that no abundance index was available from the 
gillnet fishery, but the Panel agreed with the decision by the DW to reject an observer CPUE 
index from that fishery due to probable bias.     
 
a) Are data decisions made by the DW and AW sound and robust?  
 
Data decisions made by the DW and AW were generally sound and robust. Where somewhat 
arbitrary but important decisions on how to treat the data were made (e.g. setting model starting 
conditions and year, uncertain population productivity characteristics, use of DW index ranks), the 
assessment team (AT) has made reasonable efforts to examine the implications of those 
decisions through sensitivity analyses. 
 
b) Are data uncertainties acknowledged, reported, and within normal or expected levels?  
 
Data uncertainties were evaluated via sensitivity analysis for fishing fleet selectivity, model start 
year, abundance index ranking, catch, stock productivity and use of a combined hierarchical 
abundance index. The Panel agreed that those acceptably captured plausible possible states of 
nature. Use of the DW abundance index rankings directly in the assessment proved problematic, 
and I believe that a major reason for this is that current rankings confound information about time 
series length, measurement CVs, process error and bias. See additional comments on a potential 
way to improve this under TOR6.  
 
c) Are data applied properly within the assessment model?  
 
The data are applied properly within the assessment model. Age-structured stock assessments 
are normally improved if age composition data are available. Stock Synthesis (SS) is 
fundamentally an age-structured model, so this also applies to SS. Using SS, age compositions 
may entered simply as annual age-frequencies, or more usefully as annual age-at-length 
compositions. Most often with age samples, age, length and sex would be available for each 
individual sample. Age-at-length data are used by stock synthesis to allow fitting of growth 
parameters (including CVs) within the model while also accounting for selectivity effects and 
optimizing the fit to length-only composition data. This is superior to the situation here where 
growth parameters were fitted externally to the assessment model. Even single years of 
representative age-at-length data can allow a model such as SS to better characterize fitted 
growth parameters in particular. Unfortunately, direct age composition information is not available 
for this assessment, but assessment models for this stock in future could potentially be improved 
if such data were collected and made available, particularly from the fishing fleets that account for 
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most of the catch. Age data from vertebrae of similar shark species (e.g. Mustelus antarcticus in 
Australia) are collected by fishery observers, demonstrating that it should be technically 
achievable, depending on available resources. Even without additional age data collection it may 
be useful to investigate input of the data used to externally fit the von Bertalanffy parameters in 
the data report (Figure 2.12.2) as age-at-length data into the SS model. 
 
d) Are input data series reliable and sufficient to support the assessment approach and findings?  
 
The data are sufficient to support the assessment approach and support the assessment findings. 
One of the benefits of this assessment is that this species is well studied with respect to the 
biology, and this helps constrain the model.   However the catch statistics rely in part on catch 
reconstruction rather than actual catch.  Further there is no reliable information regarding the 
catch prior to 1981, making estimation of the initial depletion problematic. Abundance indices are 
noisy and show conflicting trends. 
 
  
2.3.2 Evaluate and discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the methods used to assess 
the stock, taking into account the available data 
 
a) Are methods scientifically sound and robust? 
 
Stock synthesis is available from the NOAA toolbox, has been extensively used, tested and 
validated elsewhere, and can accept a large variety of catch, abundance index and age/length 
composition data sources. In particular, age/length composition is used at the raw annual 
sampled level, rather than as a derivative source such as a catch at age matrix or an age-length 
key. A weakness of SS is in the complexity of the model itself and the vast range of choices 
available to the analyst on how to configure any particular implementation. This means that 
analysts require considerable training and experience to make best use of the platform, and to 
acquire knowledge of the latest best practice for some configuration choices. A particular area of 
difficulty is in comparatively weighting different data sources (in this case length or survey 
abundance) both within and among each series.  
 
b) Are assessment models configured properly and used consistent with standard practice? 
 
The SS assessment has been carried out with two main objectives. Firstly as a bridging analysis 
for comparison with results from the more traditionally applied state-space Bayesian surplus 
production model, and secondly to apply a method most appropriate to the available data. The 
first objective has led to an SS implementation that has placed more emphasis on the derivation 
and estimation of selectivity parameters for the various fleets and surveys than might otherwise 
have been the case with an entirely new SS model.  
 
The base model was configured to estimate a starting biomass (via an initial equilibrium 
recruitment level r0), recruitment deviations in each year, and a large number of selectivity 
parameters. To take full advantage of SS, some important biological parameters such as natural 
mortality or growth would also be estimated by the model. However, as the base model has been 
constructed to concentrate particularly on selectivity, the additional estimation of these other 
parameters has proved difficult. The base model cannot fit all available abundance indices well as 
they completely conflict in some cases. Fits to available length data show mis-fits particularly for 
young fish and the plus group in many years. Length fits for the main gillnet fishery were much 
improved by the shift to dome-shaped selectivity for the base model. It may be that the overall fit 
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to the data could be most improved by attempting to fit natural mortality and/or growth, rather than 
additional fine tuning of selectivity parameters.   
 
Common practice is that recruitment deviations are estimated by the model for recruitment prior 
to the starting year based on the estimated CV of those earlier deviations. An objective method is 
to allow deviations to be estimated for those early years where the estimated CV is low. 
Examination of the estimated CVs for a minimally modified base show that deviations appear to 
be well estimated after about 1974, giving a period of 7 years prior to the model start year for 
which deviations should be estimated. Implementation of this procedure was examined in 
sensitivity analyses developed during the RW, which proved to have minimal impact on the 
management implications of the base case. 
 
Common practice is also to attempt to estimate initial F values for fishing fleets that have non-
zero catches historically prior to the start of the model. Implementation of this procedure was also 
examined for the effect on management implications of the base case as sensitivity analyses 
during the RW, which also proved to be minimal.  
 
Standard practice for relative weighting among data sources within an SS model recommends 
ensuring that abundance indices are fitted in preference to age or length composition data as 
composition data are often noisy, and the primary source of signal for population abundance 
should be from abundance indices. In recent years there has been much work towards the 
development of a precise standardised method to carry this out, but at present such a procedure 
is not generally available. The procedure used by the assessment team does ensure that 
abundance indices are given more weight than they would receive if standard iterative re-
weighting input CVs and sample sizes were applied to all sources, so the recommendation is 
satisfied.   
 
Estimated recruitment deviations generally show a pattern of negative deviations earlier in the 
series and positive later, with a high degree of autocorrelation. The pattern indicates either a 
systematic effect not accounted for by the model (e.g. cycling environmental conditions affecting 
recruitment strength), or model mis-specification of the stock-recruitment relationship. There is 
not currently a simple stock recruitment relationship in SS that would easily account for such 
behaviour, so no simple change to the base case could be recommended at this time to account 
for such behaviour. Recent recruitment deviations have been near zero, and the overall variability 
in estimated deviations is currently treated as random noise. Further work is required to 
investigate how best to account for the systematic pattern, but the RP agrees that there are no 
candidates currently available, and that the current base does best represent our current 
knowledge on how to deal with the problem.      
 
Model convergence was assumed if the standard error of parameter estimates could be derived 
from the inverted Hessian matrix. Other diagnostics were also examined including excessive CVs 
on estimated quantities, parameters on bounds, patterns in length composition, unusually large 
individual likelihood components and high or non-informative parameter correlations. Model AIC, 
RMSE and K-S tests were used for comparison among alternative models. These are standard 
and recommended practice for SS models. An additional method that requires a great increase in 
model run time is the use of MCMC – both as a confirmation of convergence, and also as a 
method of construction and analysis of the posterior distribution for estimated quantities. The use 
of MCMC is encouraged, although the additional time and analysis required for each individual 
assessment is also acknowledged. 
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c) Are the methods appropriate for the available data? 
 
Use of SS as the primary assessment method is an appropriate choice given the available data:  
various conflicting fishery independent survey abundance indices with different associated 
selectivity patterns, and also a great deal of length-frequency data either collected directly from 
the fisheries, or associated with survey indices. 
 
2.3.3. Evaluate the assessment findings  
 
a) Are abundance, exploitation, and biomass estimates reliable, consistent with input data and 
population biological characteristics, and useful to support status inferences?  
 
The base case assessment abundance, biomass and exploitation estimates are consistent with 
the majority of the input data (note that there are some inconsistent CPUE series and some poor 
fits to the length frequency data) and are useful to support perceptions of stock trends. Inferences 
about the stock status need to be interpreted with care given the uncertainty in the stock 
recruitment relationship. 
 
b) Is the stock overfished? What information helps you reach this conclusion? & c) Is the stock 
undergoing overfishing? What information helps you reach this conclusion?   
 
Based on the accepted base case and sensitivities presented (SEL2 and internally estimated 
selection parameters) the range of sensitivity models indicate that the population is above MSY 
and the exploitation rate is lower than FMSY (see figure 4.24.b in the assessment report). It is likely 
that the stock is not overfished nor is it experiencing overfishing, but this is conditioned on the 
stock recruitment relationship which may be unreliable. The Panel is of the opinion that the range 
of sensitivities investigated appropriately captures the uncertainty regarding the states of nature 
and therefore the implications regarding the reference points. The Panel does note however that 
the recent year’s stock status is near the FCURRENT / FMSY =1 bound for some of the sensitivities. 
 
d) Is there an informative stock recruitment relationship? Is the stock recruitment curve reliable 
and useful for evaluation of productivity and future stock conditions?  
 
The stock recruitment curve is largely set by the steepness value which was not estimated in the 
model but rather calculated by demographic methods. Steepness is the main driver of productivity 
and appears to be acceptably calculated. The Panel notes that in comparison to many teleost 
species this is a relatively robust method for sharks as they have well studied fecundity. The 
Panel notes that the currently implemented stock recruitment relationship is the best available at 
this point but does not appear to capture the pattern of natural variability estimated by the model.   
 
e) Are the quantitative estimates of the status determination criteria for this stock reliable? If not, 
are there other indicators that may be used to inform managers about stock trends and 
conditions?  
 
The estimates of the stock status appear reliable assuming the stock and recruitment is 
adequately modeled, especially when the sensitivities are taken into account.  Additionally the 
model estimated that the stock is more lightly exploited in the terminal year (2012) than in the two 
previous years.  The Panel agrees with the methods used and the determination of the stock 
status, however the Panel notes that the use of 40%SPR or F0.1 proxies for MSY may avoid the 
problems of uncertainty in the stock-recruitment relationship. 
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The Panel notes that common SEDAR practice is to define stock status as the average of the last 
few (often 3) years of the assessment, and that this assessment reports the terminal year. 
 
2.3.4 Evaluate the stock projections, including discussing strengths and weaknesses 
 
a) Are the methods consistent with accepted practices and available data? 
 
Accepted practice for stock projection is to account for as much of the uncertainty characterized 
by the stock assessment into forward stochastic simulations. The method employed by the 
assessment team achieves this standard through Monte Carlo simulations drawn from the 
asymptotic standard errors and parameter correlations estimated by the SS assessment.  
 
b) Are the methods appropriate for the assessment model and outputs? 
 
Besides annual recruitment deviations and selectivity, the base case stock assessment only 
estimates the value for one simple population parameter, r0 (initial equilibrium unexploited 
recruitment). The resulting error for r0, F2012 (terminal fishing mortality - a derived quantity) and the 
standard deviation of recruitment deviations were used in projections from a stock assessment to 
propagate uncertainty into the future. The standard error of the estimated deviations was used to 
generate random bias-adjusted log-normal variability in future recruitments, assuming the fitted 
stock-recruitment relationship.  
 
Alternative commonly used procedures include projection directly from MCMC draws, or from 
alternative population states derived from re-fitting the model to bootstrapped re-sampling of the 
input data. These alternatives are superior to the method used, as they don’t assume that the 
errors in estimated parameters are characterized by normal distributions, as do the approximate 
asymptotic ones calculated via inversion of the Hessian. However, examination of the range of 
variation achieved by the applied procedure indicates adequate performance assuming that the 
recruitment variability has been appropriately modelled.  
 
c) Are the results informative and robust, and useful to support inferences of probable future 
conditions? 
 
Projection results for an assessment examine the stock condition indicators of principal interest to 
managers, and also the variation in those quantities in a robust and informative manner. Results 
are provided as key summary statistics and also as time series for 21 alternative fixed catch 
scenarios for the projection period of 10 years. Projection results for the base case indicated that 
levels of fixed removals less than or equal to 550 (1000s of sharks) resulted in at least a 70% 
probability of maintaining SSFt, above SSFMSY during the years 2013 – 2022.  
 
d) Are key uncertainties acknowledged, discussed, and reflected in the projection results? 
 
Uncertainty due to plausible alternative states of nature were characterised through the projection 
of the selected sensitivity analyses. There were other sensitivity analyses examined as model 
diagnostics (e.g. the model based on externally estimated selectivities) that were not included in 
the set of plausible states of nature, and the RP agrees with the choices made in this selection.  
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2.3.5 Consider how uncertainties in the assessment, and their potential consequences, are 
addressed. 
 
a) Comment on the degree to which methods used to evaluate uncertainty reflect and capture the 
significant sources of uncertainty in the population, data sources, and assessment methods. 
 
I agree with the comments made in the summary report. 
 
b) Ensure that the implications of uncertainty in technical conclusions are clearly stated. 
 
I agree with the comments made in the summary report. 
 
2.3.6 Consider the research recommendations provided by the Data and Assessment 
workshops and make any additional recommendations or prioritizations warranted. 
 
a) Clearly denote research and monitoring that could improve the reliability of, and information 
provided by, future assessments. 
 
I agree with the recommendations made in the summary report. 
 
 
b) Provide recommendations on possible ways to improve the SEDAR process. 
 
I agree with the recommendations made in the summary report and add more detail regarding the 
process used by the DW to rank abundance indices below. 
 
A refinement of the process used by the DW to comparatively rank abundance indices would 
assist improving the use of the rankings in stock assessments. The rankings should reflect 
information about the relative reliability of abundance indices independently from the measured 
CVs, the length of the series, or the specific length/age composition the index relates to (if 
associated length and/or age data are available and used to estimate selectivity) because all of 
these factors are available to and normally accounted for already by the stock assessment. An 
index ranking is of most benefit for a stock assessment if it conveys information about how much 
freedom the stock assessment should be given in allowing for additional process error for an 
index, compared to other available indices. Index ranking at the DW should concentrate on 
relative sources of additional process error and also potential bias of the indices based on their 
expert knowledge – for example if an index is from the margins of the stock distribution, or may 
have been influenced by changes in collection procedures that were not accounted for in the 
index standardisation. Strong evidence of bias would be the main criterion for the rejection of an 
index.      
 
 
2.3.7 Consider whether the stock assessment constitutes the best scientific information 
available using the following criteria as appropriate: relevance, inclusiveness, objectivity, 
transparency, timeliness, verification, validation, and peer review of fishery management 
information. 
 
I agree with the comments made in the summary report. In addition, there has been work 
elsewhere on the development of standards for the presentation of SS assessments in 
assessment reports – particularly on which diagnostics should routinely be included. Unweighted 
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individual likelihood components across all sensitivity runs are one that I would include. It may be 
useful for SEDAR to consider the development of such standards for SS assessments also. 
 
 
2.3.8 Provide guidance on key improvements in data or modeling approaches which 
should be considered when scheduling the next assessment. 
 
I agree with the comments made in the summary report. 
 
2.3.9 Ensure that stock assessment results are clearly and accurately presented in the 
Stock Assessment Report and that reported results are consistent with Review Panel 
recommendations. If there are differences between the AW and RW due to the reviewer's 
request for changes and/or additional model runs, etc. describe those reasons and results. 
 
The Panel did request additional runs as part of its review however none of the plausible runs 
resulted in a change in stock status. The Panel considers the base case as presented along with 
the sensitivity runs to adequately capture the best available science and the status of the stock. 
 
 
2.3.10 CIE Reviewer may contribute to a Peer Review Summary summarizing the Panel’s 
evaluation of the stock assessment and addressing each Term of Reference. 
 
All three CIE reviewers provided consensus on the language that appears in the Peer Review 
Summary Report.  
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cienti ic p oject . The tatement o  Wo k oW  de c ibed he ein a  e tabli hed by the  
oject Contact and Cont acting ice  Technical Rep e entative C TR , and evie ed by 

C E o  compliance ith thei  policy o  p oviding independent expe ti e that can p ovide 
impa tial and independent pee  evie  ithout con lict  o  inte e t. C E evie e  a e elected 
by the C E tee ing Committee and C E Coo dination Team to conduct the independent pee  
evie  o   cience in compliance the p edete mined Te m  o  Re e ence ToR  o  the 

pee  evie . Each C E evie e  i  co t acted to delive  an independent pee  evie  epo t to be 
app oved by the C E tee ing Committee and the epo t i  to be o matted ith content 
equi ement  a  peci ied in ex 1. Thi  oW de c ibe  the o k ta k  and delive able  o  

the C E evie e  o  conducting an independent pee  evie  o  the ollo ing  p oject. 
u the  in o mation on the C E p oce  can be obtained om www.cie eview .o g. 

Pro ec  e cri io  

E R 39 ill be a compilation o  data, an a e ment o  the tock , and C E a e ment 
evie  conducted E R 39  moothhound ha k . The evie  o k hop p ovide  an 

independent pee  evie  o  E R tock a e ment . The te m evie  i  applied b oadly, a  
the evie  anel may eque t additional analy e , e o  co ection  and en itivity un  o  the 
a e ment model  p ovided by the a e ment panel. The evie  panel i  ultimately e pon ible 
o  en u ing that the be t po ible a e ment i  p ovided th ough the E R p oce . The 
tock  a e ed th ough E R 39 a e ithin the ju i diction o  the ighly ig ato y pecie  
ivi ion o   i he ie  and the tate  o  Texa , Loui iana, i i ippi, labama, lo ida, 
eo gia, outh Ca olina, and o th Ca olina, i ginia, a yland, ela a e, enn ylvania, e  

e ey, e  o k, Connecticut, Rhode land, a achu ett , e  amp hi e, and aine. The 
Te m  o  Re e ence ToR  o  the pee  evie  a e attached in ex 2. The tentative agenda o  
the panel evie  meeting i  attached i  ex 3. 

e ire e  or E evie er  Th ee C E evie e  hall conduct an impa tial and 
independent pee  evie  in acco dance ith the oW and ToR  he ein. C E evie e  hould 
have expe ti e in tock a e ment, tati tic , i he ie  cience, and ma ine biology u icient to 
complete the p ima y ta k o  p oviding pee evie  advice in compliance ith the o k hop 
Te m  o  Re e ence. Each C E evie e  dutie  hall not exceed a maximum o  14 day  to 
complete all o k ta k  o  the pee  evie  de c ibed he ein. 
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Loca io  o  Peer evie  Each C E evie e  hall conduct an independent pee  evie  du ing 
the panel evie  meeting cheduled in Pa a a i y, Flori a du ing Fe r ary 10 12, 2015. 

a e e   Ta  Each C E evie e  hall complete the ollo ing ta k  in acco dance ith 
the oW and chedule o  ile tone  and elive able  he ein. 

io  to the ee  Revie : pon completion o  the C E evie e  election by the C E tee ing 
Committee  the C E hall p ovide the C E evie e  in o mation ull name, title, a iliation, 
count y, add e , email  to the C TR, ho o a d  thi  in o mation to the  oject 
Contact no late  the date peci ied in the chedule o  ile tone  and elive able . The C E i  
e pon ible o  p oviding the oW and ToR  to the C E evie e . The  oject Contact 

i  e pon i le o  p oviding the C E evie e  ith the backg ound document , epo t , o eign 
national ecu ity clea ance, and othe  in o mation conce ning pe tinent meeting a angement . 
The  oject Contact i  al o e pon ible o  p oviding the Chai  a copy o  the oW in 
advance o  the panel evie  meeting. ny change  to the oW o  ToR  mu t be made th ough 
the C TR p io  to the commencement o  the pee  evie . 

o eign ational ecu ity Clea ance: When C E evie e  pa ticipate du ing a panel evie  
meeting at a gove nment acility, the  oject Contact i  e pon ible o  obtaining the 

o eign ational ecu ity Clea ance app oval o  C E evie e  ho a e non  citizen . o  
thi  ea on, the C E evie e  hall p vide eque ted in o mation e.g., i t and la t name, 
contact in o mation, gende , bi th date, pa po t numbe , count y o  pa po t, t avel date , 
count y o  citizen hip, count y o  cu ent e idence, and home count y  to the  oject 
Contact o  the pu po e o  thei  ecu ity clea ance, and thi  in o mation hall be ubmitted at 
lea t 30 day  be o e the pee  evie  in acco dance ith the  eemed Expo t Technology 
Cont ol og am  207 12 egulation  available at the eemed Expo t   eb ite: 

http://deemedexpo t .noaa.gov/ 

http://deemedexpo t .noaa.gov/compliance_acce _cont ol_p ocedu e /noaa o eign natio al
egi t ation y tem.html 

e evie  Backg ound ocument : T o eek  be o e the pee  evie , the  oject 
Contact ill end by elect onic mail o  make available at an T  ite  to the C E evie e  the 
nece a y backg ound in o mation and epo t  o  the pee  evie . n the ca e he e the 
document  need to be mailed, the  oject Contact ill con ult ith the C E Lead 
Coo dinato  on he e to end docume t . C E evie e  a e e pon ible only o  the p e evie  
document  that a e delive ed to the evie e  in acco dance to the oW cheduled deadline  
peci ied he ein. The C E evie e  hall ead all document  in p epa ation o  the pee  e ie . 

anel Revie  eeting: Each C E evie e  hall conduct the independent pee  evie  in 
acco dance ith the oW and ToR , and hall not e ve in any othe  ole unle  peci ied he ein. 
Mo i ica io  o e oW a  To  ca  o  e a e ri g e eer revie , a  a y oW 
or To  o i ica io  rior o e eer revie  all e a rove  y e OT  a  E 
Lea  oor i a or. Each C E evie e  hall actively pa ticipate in a p o e ional and e pect ul 
manne  a  a membe  o  the meeting evie  panel, and thei  pee  evie  ta k  hall be ocu ed on 
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the ToR  a  peci ied he ein. The  oject Contact i  e pon ible o  any acility 
a angement  e.g., con e ence oom o  panel evie  meeting  o  telecon e ence a angement . 
The  oject Contact i  e pon ible o  en u ing that the Chai  unde tand  the cont actual 
ole o  the C E evie e  a  peci ied he ein. The C E Lead Coo dinato  can contact the oject 

Contact to con i m any pee  evie  a angement , including the meeting acility a angement . 

Cont act elive able   ndependent C E ee  Revie  Repo t : Each C E evie e  hall 
complete an independent pee  evie  epo t in acco dance ith the oW. Each C E evie e  
hall complete the independent pee  evie  acco ding to equi ed o mat and content a  

de c ibed i  nnex 1. Each C E evie e  hall complete the independent pee  evie  
add e ing each ToR a  de c ibed in nnex 2. 

the  Ta k  – Cont ibution to umma y Repo t: Each C E evie e  may a i t the Chai  o  the 
panel evie  meeting ith cont ibution  to the umma y Repo t, ba ed on the te m  o  e e ence 
o  the evie . Each C E evie e  i  not equi ed to each a con en u , and hould p ovide a 
b ie  umma y o  the evie e  vie  on the umma y o  inding  and conclu ion  eache  by 
the evie  panel in acco dance ith the ToR . 

eci ic T  or E evie er  The ollo ing ch onological li t o  ta k  hall be 
completed y each C E evie e  in a timely manne  a  peci ied in the c e le o  Mile o e  
a  elivera le . 

1  Conduct nece a y p e evie  p epa ation , including the evie  o  backg ound mate ial 
and epo t  p ovided by the  oject Contact in advance o  the pee  evie . 

2  a ticipate du ing the panel e ie  meeting at the Pa a a i y, Flori a ri g 
Fe r ary 10 12, 2015. 

3   Pa a a i y, Flori a ri g Fe r ary 10 12, 2015 a  peci ied he ein, conduct an 
independent pee  evie  in acco dance ith the ToR  ex 2 . 

4  o late  than Fe r ary 26, 20 5, each C E evie e  hall ubmit an independent pee  
evie  epo t add e ed to the “Cente  o  ndependent Expe t ,” and ent to . anoj 
hi lani, C E Lead Coo dinato , via email to hivlanim@bell outh.net, and C E Re ional 

Coo dinato , via email to . avid amp on david. a p on@o egon tate.edu. Each 
C E epo t hall be itten u i g the o mat and content equi ement  peci ied in nnex 
1, and add e  each ToR in ex 2. 
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Te a ive c e le o  Mile o e  a  elivera le  C E hall complete the ta k  and 
delive able  de c ibed in thi  oW in acco dance ith the ollo ing chedule. 

Janua y 6, 2015 C E end  evie e  contact in o mation to the C TR, ho then end  
thi  to the  oject Contact 

Janua y 27, 2015  oject Contact end  the C E Revie e  the p e evie  
document  

Feb a y 10 12, 2015 Each evie e  pa ticipate  and conduct  an independent pee  evie  
du ing the panel evie  meeting 

Feb ua y 26, 2015 C E evie e  ubmit d a t C E independent pee  evie  epo t  to 
the C E Lead Coo dinato  and C E Regional Coo dinato  

ch 12, 2015 C E ubmit  C E independent pee  evie  epo t  to the C TR 

ch 19, 2015 The C TR di t ibute  the inal C E epo t  to the  oject 
Contact and egional Cente  i ecto  

Mo i ica io  o e a e e  o  Wor  Thi  Time and ate ial  ta k o de  may equi e an 
update o  modi ication due to po ible change  to the te m  o  e e ence o  chedule o  
mile tone  e ulting om the i he y management deci ion p oce  o  the  Leade hip, 

i he y anagement Council, and Co ncil  C advi o y committee.  eque t to modi y thi  
oW mu t e app oved by the Cont acting ice  at lea t 15 o king day  p io  to making any 

pe manent change . The Cont acting ice  ill noti y the C TR ithin 10 o king day  a te  
eceipt o  all equi ed in o mation o  the deci ion on change . The C TR can app ove change  

to the mile tone date , li t o  p e evie  document , and ToR  ithin the oW a  long a  the 
ole and ability o  the C E evie e  t  complete the delive able in acco dance ith the oW i  

not adve ely impacted. The oW and ToR  hall not be changed once the pee  evie  ha  
begun. 

cce a ce o  elivera le  pon evie  and acceptance o  the C E independent pee  evie  
epo t  by the C E Lead Coo dinato , Regional Coo dinato , and tee ing Committee, the e 
epo t  hall be ent to the C TR o  inal app oval a  cont act delive able  ba ed on compliance 
ith the oW and ToR .  peci ied in the chedule o  ile tone  and elive able , the C E 

hall end via e mail the cont act delive able  C E independent pee  evie  epo t  to the 
C TR William ichael , via William. ichael @noaa.gov . 

lica le Per or a ce a ar  The cont act i  ucce ully completed hen the C TR 
p ovide  inal app oval o  the cont act delive able . The acceptance o  the cont act delive able  
hall be ba ed on th ee pe o mance tanda d : 
1  The C E epo t hall completed ith the o mat and content in acco dance ith ex 1, 
2  The C E epo t hall add e  each ToR a  peci ied in ex 2, 
3  The C E epo t  hall be delive ed in a timely manne  a  peci ied in the chedule o  

mile tone  and delive able . 
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i ri io  o  rove  elivera le  pon acceptance by the C TR, the C E Lead 
Coo dinato  hall end via e mail the inal C E epo t  in *.  o mat to the C TR. The 
C TR ill di t ibute the C E epo t  to the  oject Contact and Cente  i ecto . 

or  Per o el  

llen himada 
 ice o  cience and Technology 

1315 Ea t We t y, C3, / T4, ilve  p ing,  20910 
llen. himada@noaa.gov hone: 301 427 8174 

William ichael  
 ice o  cience and Technology 

1315 Ea t We t y, C3, / T4, ilve  p ing,  20910 
William. ichael @noaa.gov hone: 301 427 8155 

anoj hi lani, C E Lead Coo dinato  
o the n Taiga entu e , nc. 

10600 W 131st Cou t, iami, L 33 86 
hivlanim@bell outh.net hone: 305 383 4229 

Key Per o el  

 oject Contact: 

ulie . ee  
E R Coo dinato  

4055 abe  lace ive, uite 201 
o th Cha le ton, C 29405 

843  571 4366 
julie.nee @ a mc.net 
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ex 1  For a  a  o e   E e e e  Peer evie  e or  

1. The C E independent epo t hall be p e aced ith an Executive umma y p oviding a conci e 
umma y o  the inding  and ecommendation , and peci y hethe  the cience evie ed i  

the be t cienti ic in o mation available. 

2. The mai  body o  the evie e  epo t hall con i t o  a Backg ound, e c iption o  the 
ndividual Revie e  Role in the Revie  ctivitie , umma y o  inding  o  each ToR in 
hich the eakne e  and t ength  a e de c ibed, and Conclu ion  and Recommendatio  in 

acco dance ith the ToR . 

a. Revie e  hould de c ibe in thei  o n o d  the evie  activitie  completed du ing the 
panel evie  meeting, including p oviding a b ie  umma y o  inding , o  the cience, 
conclu ion , and ecommendation . 

b. Revie e  hould di cu  thei  independent vie  on each ToR even i  the e e e 
con i te t ith tho e o  othe  paneli t , and e pecially he e the e e e dive gent vie . 

c. Revie e  hould elabo ate on any point  ai ed in the umma y Repo t that they eel might 
equi e the  cla i ication. 

d. Revie e  hall p ovide a c itique o  the  evie  p oce , including ugge tion  o  
imp ovement  o  both p oce  and oduct . 

e. The C E independent epo t hall be a tand alone document o  othe  to unde tand the 
eakne e  and t ength  o  the cience evie ed, ega dle  o  hethe  o  not they ead the 

umma y epo t. The C E independent epo t hall be an independent pee  evie  o  eac  
ToR , and hall not imply epeat t e content  o  the umma y epo t. 

3. The evie e  epo t hall include the ollo ing appendice : 

ppendi  1: 
ppendi  2: 
ppendi  3: 

Bibliog aphy o  mate ial  p ovided o  evie  
 copy o  the C E tatement o  Wo k 
anel embe hip o  othe  pe tinent in o mation om the panel evie  meeting. 
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ex 2  Te a ive Ter  o  e ere ce or e Peer evie  

E  39 HM  oo o  ar  e e  evie  Wor o  

1. Evaluate the data u ed in the a e ment, including di cu ion o  the t ength  and 
eakne e  o  data ou ce  an  deci ion , and con ide  the ollo ing: 

a  e data deci ion  made by the W and W ound and obu t? 

b  e data unce taintie  ackno ledged, epo ted, and ithin no mal o  expected level ? 
c  e data applied p ope ly ithin the a e ment model? 

d  e input data e ie  eliable and u icient to uppo t the a e ment app oach a d 
inding ? 

2. Evaluate and di cu  the t ength  and eakne e  o  the method  u ed to a e  the 
tock, taking into account the available data, and con ide ing the ollo ing: 

a  e method  cienti ically und and obu t? 

b  e a e ment model  con igu ed p ope ly and u ed con i tent ith tanda d 
p actice ? 

c  e the method  app op iate o  the available data? 

3. Evaluate the a e ment inding  and con ide  the ollo ing: 

a  e abundance, exploitation  and bioma  e timate  eliable, con i tent ith input data 
a d population biological c a acte i tic , and u e ul to uppo t tatu  in e ence ? 

b   the tock ove i hed? What in o mation help  you each thi  conclu ion? 

c   the tock unde going ove i hing? What in o mation help  you each thi  
c nclu ion? 

d   the e an in o mative tock ec uitment elation hip?  the tock ec uitment cu ve 
eliable and u e ul o  evaluation o  p oductivity and utu e tock condition ? 

e  e the quantitative e timate  o  the tatu  dete mination c ite ia o  thi  tock 
eliable?  not, a e the e othe  indicato  that may be u ed to in o m manage  about 
tock t end  and condition ? 

4. Evaluate the tock p ojection , including di cu ing t ength  and eakne e , and 
con ide  the ollo ing: 

a  e the method  con i tent ith accepted p actice  and available data? 

b  e the method  app op iate o  the a e ment model and output ? 
c  e the e ult  in o mative and obu t, and u e ul to uppo t in e ence  o  p obable 

tu e condition ? 
d  e key unce taintie  ackno ledged, di cu ed, and e lected in the p ojection e ult ? 
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5. Con ide  ho  unce taintie  in the a e ment, and thei  potential con equence , a e 
add e ed. 

Comment on the deg ee to hich method  u ed to evaluate unce tainty e lect and 
captu e the igni icant ou ce  o  unce tainty in the population, data ou ce , and 
a e ment method . 

En u e that the implication  o  unce tainty in technical conclu ion  a e clea ly tated. 

6. Con ide  the e ea ch ecommendation  p ovided by the ata and e ment o k hop  
and make any additional ecommendation  o  p io itization  a anted. 

Clea ly denote e ea ch and monito ing that could imp ove the eliability o , and 
in o mation p ovided by, utu e a e ment . 

ovide ecommendation  on po ible ay  to imp ove the E R p oce . 

7. Con ide  hethe  the tock a e ment con titute  the be t cienti ic in o mation 
available u ing the ollo ing c ite ia a  app op iate: elevance, inclu ivene , objectivity, 
t an pa ency, timeline , ve i ication, validation, and pee  evie  o  i he y management 
in o mation. 

8. ovide guidance on key imp ovement  in data o  modeling app oache  hich hould be 
con ide ed hen cheduling the next a e ment. 

9. En u e that tock a e ment e ult  a e clea ly and accu ately p e ented in the tock 
e ment Repo t and that epo ted e ult  a e con i tent ith Revie  anel 

ec mmendation .  the e a e di e ence  bet een the W and RW due to the evie e  
eque t o  change  and/o  additional model un , etc. de c ibe tho e ea on  and e ult . 

10. C E Revie e  may cont ibute to a ee  Revie  umma y umma izing the anel  
evaluation o  the tock a e ment and add e ing each Te m o  Re e ence. 
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 ex 3  Te a ive ge a 

       
Panama City, Florida 
10-12 February 2015 

T e day 
9 00 a. . ro c io  a  O e i g e ar oor i or 

 Agenda Review, R, a k A ign ent  
9 30 a. . – 11 30 a. . e e  Pre e a io  – G l  o  Mexico E ric or é  

 A e ent ata & ethod  
 dentify dditional analy e , en itivitie , co ection  

L c  Brea  
e e  Pre e a io  – la ic ea  

11 30 a. . – 1 00 . . 
1 00 . .  6 00 . . 

o r ey 
 A e ent ata & ethod  
 dentify dditional analy e , en itivitie , co ection  

T e day oal  nitial p e entation  completed, en itivity and ba e model di cu ion begun 

ed e day 
8 00 a. . – 11 30 a. . Pa el i c io air 

 A e ent ata & ethod  
 dentify dditional analy e , en itivitie , co ection  

11 30 a. . – 1 00 . . 
1 00 . .  6 00 . . 

6 00 . .  6 30 . . 

L c  Brea  
Pa el i c io /Pa el Wor  e io air 
 Continue delibe ation  
 Review dditional analy e  
 Reco endation  and co ent  

P lic co e air 

ed e day oal  en itivitie  and modi ication  identi ied, p e e ed model  elected, 
p ojection app oache  app oved, Rep t d a t  begun 

T day 
8 00 a. . – 11 30 a. . 

11 30 a. . – 1 00 . . 
1 00 . .  5 00 . . 

Pa el i c io air 
 Final en itivitie  eviewed. 
 P ojection  eviewed. air 

L c  Brea  
Pa el i c io  or Wor  e io air 
Review Repo t  

5 00 . .  5 30 . . 
5 30 . . 

P lic co e air 
JO  

T day oal  Complete a e me t o k and di cu ion , inal e ult  available. a t 
Repo t  evie ed. 
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Appendix 3:  List of participants 
 
Workshop Panel 
Carolyn Belcher, Chair ........................................................................................... HMS AP 
Robin Cook .................................................................................................... CIE Reviewer 
Neil Klaer ....................................................................................................... CIE Reviewer 
Joel Rice ......................................................................................................... CIE Reviewer 
 
Analytic Representation 
Enric Cortés ......................................................................................... SEFSC, Panama City 
Dean Courtney ..................................................................................... SEFSC, Panama City 
Xinsheng Zhang .................................................................................. SEFSC, Panama City 
 
Council Representation 
Anna Beckwith ......................................................................................................... SAFMC 
Ben Hartig ................................................................................................................ SAFMC 
 
Appointed Observers 
Peter Barile ..................................................................................................................... SFA 
Kathy Sosebee ........................................................................................................... NEFSC 
 
Staff 
Julie Neer .................................................................................................................. SEDAR 
Julie O’Dell ..................................................................................................... SAFMC Staff 
Karyl Brewster-Geisz ................................................................................................... HMS 
 
	  
	  

 


